CrownSeal is a long-term solution designed to stop water
intrusion, which is the major cause of chimney deterioration.

Protect Your Chimney
From The Top Down
Water damaged or cracked chimney crowns
can lead to costly chimney repairs. Fight back
with CrownSeal—the flexible crown repair
formulated to withstand the severe weather
and thermal stress that cause cracks. Damaged
crowns allow water to deteriorate your masonry
and the chimney liner. Years of water intrusion
and neglect lead to extensive chimney repairs.

Prevent Costly Repairs
CrownSeal is a long-term solution to stop water
intrusion, which is the major cause of chimney
deterioration. When the crown fails, the entire
chimney system is more susceptible to damage.
A professionally installed CrownSeal application
is guaranteed to protect your investment and
save you money. The photo above shows a
cracked, damaged crown which will allow
water to seep into the chimney with every
rain. Compare this to the chimney sealed with
CrownSeal shown on the inside back panel.
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TEN YEAR WARRANTY
SaverSystems warrants that CrownSeal, when
used to coat or repair masonry chimney crowns,
will remain intact and in place for 10 years from the
date of application to a residential chimney crown
according to label instructions when properly applied by a professional contractor. This warranty
does not cover spalling, abrading, faulty construction and/or other defects which might erode coated
surfaces.

CrownSeal and ChimneySaver
A Powerful Combination
Chimneys are highly exposed to the elements and, if left
unprotected, are susceptible to deterioration. A complete chimney
protection program should include repairing the crown with
CrownSeal, as well as waterproofing the entire chimney with
ChimneySaver Water Repellent. All flue tiles should have a chimney
cap to further prevent water penetration. This combination is your
best defense against major reconstruction.

GUARANTEED TO LAST
• 10 Year Warranty
• Permanently Flexible
• Maintenance Free
• Natural Concrete/Mortar
Appearance
• Environmentally Friendly

If CrownSeal fails to perform as specified, SaverSystems will furnish, as sole remedy, enough
CrownSeal to correct the condition. This warranty
does not include labor or cost of labor for the application of CrownSeal. SaverSystems shall not be
liable for incidental or consequential damages resulting from any breach of this warranty and fitness
for use. Some states do not allow the exclusion of
incidental or consequential damages, so the above
exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty
gives you specific legal rights. You may also have
other rights which vary from state to state.

Available from professional contractors
throughout North America
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